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arbitrary wiretapping from which he neither sought nor received the statutory approval of
a judge. repeated attempts to tap his own phones. co-defendant and nephew rosario

made an apparently false statement to a prosecutor under oath and is now facing perjury
charges. facing the prospect of a life sentence on the drug conspiracy charges, rosario

agreed to cooperate. there is no evidence to suggest that rosario was anything but
truthful. he and his codefendants never received one cent of the $1.2 million fortune

seized. they were convicted of drug trafficking in their third trial. and the feds (in a second
prosecution involving the same vehicle accident resulting in the death of an innocent

woman)prosecuted avery for murder. the year after the indictment, rosario entered into a
deal with the prosecution that required a single death sentence for the drug charges, but
a 25 year sentence for the first-degree murder. prosecutors agreed to drop the murder
charges and rosario pleaded guilty to drug conspiracy (he hopes to receive a sentence
less than the 25 year sentence). the grand jury investigation also revealed a shocking

pattern of high-ranking state officials and others under their supervision engaged in what
amounted to a large-scale conspiracy to traffic narcotics. the case has taken months to

consider because prosecutors feared that evidence would be compromised by two people
on the jury. in his innovative approach to ethnographic musical analysis, andrew n. podro
describes how the data from his microsonic recordings can be transformed into musical
patterns such as cross harmonic motion and quantized tune patterns. this is how we can

relate the way individual singers choreograph their songs to the structure of the corpus as
a whole ( t-mo - got to be you ). the relation between a single cultural author and a corpus
of music can be studied through a network diagram; the node corresponds to the corpus
and the links represent the channels through which they both communicate with each

other ( t-mo - holla at me ). we can visualize musical styles as nodes, and the
relationships as links between these nodes.
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